UCA Global Course Evaluation Questions Fall 2018
Note: Actual numbering of questions varies depending on the addition of special-purpose (not global)
questions—e.g., service-learning evaluation, department questions, instructor’s customized questions.

Introduction
1.

Please identify why you took this course [Options: This course is required for my major | This course
is required for the UCA Core | This course is an elective | Not sure/Not applicable]

2.

Please identify your interest level (a) prior to taking this course | (b) after taking this course

Category 1: Instructor-Specific Questions
3.

Please select the score that best aligns with your opinion as it relates to each instructor.
The instructor presented content in an organized manner.
The instructor explained concepts clearly.
The instructor was helpful when I had difficulties or questions.
The instructor provided clear, constructive feedback.
The instructor encouraged student questions and participation.

4.

Considering both the limitations and possibilities of the subject matter and the course, how would
you rate the overall effectiveness of this instructor?

Category 2: Course-Specific Questions
5.

Please select the score that best aligns with your opinion as it relates to this course or section.
The course (or section) was effectively organized.
The course (or section) developed my abilities and skills for the subject.
The course (or section) developed my ability to think critically about the subject.

6.

Considering both the limitations and possibilities of the subject matter and the course, how would
you rate the overall effectiveness of this course?

Category 3: Student Self-Evaluation Questions
7.

How many class sessions did you attend for this course?

8.

On average, how many hours per week have you spent on this course (or section), including
attending classes, doing readings, reviewing notes, writing papers, and any other course-related
work?

9.

How satisfied were you with your effort in this course (or section)?

Category 4: Question to Collect State-Required Information
10. My instructor's spoken English is easily understood.
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Category 5: Open-Ended Questions
11. Please identify what you consider to be the strengths of the course (or section).
12. Please identify area(s) where you think the course (or section) could be improved.
13. Feedback for other students: What advice would you give to another student who is considering
taking this course (or section)?
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